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INTRODUCTION
I "Purpose of the Thesis":
The purpose of this thesis is to
express a full range of a particular girl's emotions
and feelings through painting. Abstract symbols
and realism will be combined, together with
variations in technique, to accomplish the portraits,
II "Scope of the Thesis"
Research for this thesis will come
from a variety of sources. Included will be read
ing and investigation into the works of other
artists, past and contempory, who have dealt
with serial portraits. These painters will include;
Rembrandt, Picasso, Van Gogh, and Modigliani. The
most important resource, however, will be the
actual model and her emotions; also my intuitive
responses. The project will consist of spprox-
imently 6 to 8 paintings. The paintings them
selves will result from a combination of media;
canvas, masonite, relief sculpturing, realistic
and abstract representation.
Ill "Procedures" :
The initial step of the thesis will
be to investigate and research other artists and
their works. The second step will be to compile a
list of emotions. This will be done by using candid
end posed photographs. With these photographs,
drawings and live posing the paintings will be
developed into, what I hope will be total statements.
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THE TEXT
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" From the beginning Modigliani chose
without hesitation one subject among a thousand
other possibles, the image of man." It is with
this same naught of hesitation that I have chosen
my subject. The human image has always inter
ested me as subject matter for my work. The
multitude of human expressions has given me
constant inspiration.
The purpose of this project as mentioned
in the introduction is to express through paint
ing a full range of a girl's emotions and ex
pressions.
The purpose of each painting should be
to portray a specific emotion or feeling, but
at the same time each image should contain the
equivocal atmosphere inherent in a woman. I
wanted these paintings to be more than illus
trations of emotion; these portraits on the con
trary were to be the emotion. The viewer should
not only see the image of the emotion, but more
so should become involved and sense the inner
feeling. For the observer to become involved
with the painting, I felt it must be a delin
eation which suggests depths beyond the super
ficial. Only then would the portraits be human and
could the observer identify with them.
In a currently popular text of basic
19
psychology it is stated that expressions of
emotions are for the most part universal,
^In general, in unpleasant emotions, the mouth
turns down, in pleasant ones, the mouth turns
up. The same thing is true with the eyes; they
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slant up in mirth, and drop down in sadness."
I do not believe, however, that this observation
denotes the complete feeling; it seems far too
simplistic. Take for example the psychological
implications of a posed smile verses a spon
taneous smile. Combine this with the artist's
perception and the observer's interpretation.
One must conclude the indefinability of the
superficial emotional expression. I feel that
this complex, many-layered aura is a m6st sig
nificant part of each portrait. Van Gogh, too,
"thought that a portrait should be more than
a faithful likeness, it should express more
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than the eye can observe." The magic of the
"Mona Lisa" is her enigmatic, mysterious smile.
Picasso's "Portrait of Madame Eluard" is another
example of the nebulous spirit that I have
tried to incorporate in my portraits.
Perhaps the most significant aspect
of this project is incorporation of all the
portraits in a composite image. The serial por
trait, I feel, is the most convincing way I
could conceive of to express a full range of
emotions. Although the culmination of the pro
ject is viewing the series in its entirety,
21
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each portrait must be able to stand alone as
an emotional statement. Even in its inherent
ambiguity, each painting must have its own
character.
Many factors of technique were con
sidered in the execution of the portraits.
Color, form, line, contrast, and composition
are integral parts of the expression. They must
work correspondingly with the artist's psycho
logical perception to create the proper atmos
phere in each painting. I attempted to use in
each portrait an expressive and symbolic appli
cation of color and line; not only in the figure
but the backgrouhd as well. Van Gogh, "...said
in his letters that besides its artistic values
color should have symbolic meaning. It was not
a matter of conception but of intuitive feeling
which could only be expressed in line and color."
Rembrandt as well as Van Gogh, "...was less
interested in such momentary impressions or such
vivid surface animation. With his figures he
created a centre of physical and spiritual
gravity, while the surrounding space and atmos
phere played an important part in the full sug
gestion of his sitter's existance, Rembrandt's
portraits . . . demonstrated the manner in which
the atmosphere gains a double function and a
double meaning. It fills the space with light
and air but also contributes essentially to the
suggestion of inner mood and thought, and this
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5has symbolic as well as visual
significance."-^
With this symbolic use of technique
in mind, I would like to cite a comment made
of Modigliani1 s work. Franco Russoli said, "So
many times Modigliani has with these taut out
lines engraved in space and built in a colour
which is light itself ... Modigliani reached,
through a quieting of his frantic search, the
perfection of a 'civilized reality' and a pur-
ity of the image, which becomes complete splr-
g
itual elegance."
Along with line, color, and a .sense of
space I feel that scale is an essential element
of the portrait. For the most part, I have
painted the subject life size, from the head
to the full figure. This evokes a sense of reality
and aids in the identification with the subject.
As an experiment in scale and textures
I did one painting with the subject in three-
demensional relief. I feel that this work with
the actual forms in relief gave me a new un
derstanding of the portrait. It gave the paint
ing a unique sense of reality that couldn't
have been attained by two-demensional illusion.
Candid photographs, sketches and actual
life posing were important components in the
paintings. More than this was the model her
self. Without a deep feeling and understanding
of the model, whom I have known for many years,
I am convinced that I could not have painted
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the series. It was said of Van Gogh that he,
"...was seeking to identify with his models...
When working on "The Potato Eaters" he made a
strenuous effort to create unity between him
self and his models, painting them, their inner
being as if he himself were one of them." I
have cited this comment if only to evidence the
telling influence of personal involvement with
the model. With this involvement I was able
to use not only my sensory perception Wfc
my emotional perception to create at least
within myself, honest impressions of the model's
moods.
The "J^rtrait of a Girl" has influenced
my work a great deal. It required me to develop
a discipline which I have not before needed
to use. The basic notion of a serial portrait
has given me the opportunity to unify my
paintings. Each portrait, I learned, must be
autonomous, but at the same time should be
like a puzzle part, wherein its true existance
is not realized until its role Is assumed In the total
statement. It was said of Modigliani' s homage
to his wife, Jeanne Hebuterne, "In their un
ending search and exaltation of every shade
of her idolized beauty, they make a love poem
perhaps without comparison in the history of
painting." This insight Is significant because
although one painting may exist as a stanza all
the portraits together make a complete poem.
30
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Appendix
This section includes the
preliminary photographs,
sketches and thoughts used
in tBne portraits.
I WANTED THIS PAINTING TO
SHOW THE MODEL IN DEEP THOUGHTS-
SPONTANEOUS CONCENTRATION
DAY DREAMING
I FELT THAT A FACE POSE COULD
SHOW THIS FEELING
A BODILY POSE COULD BE AS CON
VINCING AS A FACIAL EXPRES
SION
**
1
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BY TAKING SEVERAL SHOTS AT DIFFERENT ANGLES
I COULD DEVELOP THE PAINTING TO ITS BEST
ADVANTAGE
BOTH BACKGROUND AND COLOR WEPE KEYED TO
EMPHASIZE THE MODEL, BUT AT THE SAMEzflME
ENHANCE THE MOOD
FOR THIS PAINTING I WANTED TO SHOW A FEM-
ININE/SENUOUS MOOD
IN ORDER TO VARY THE COMPOSITION I CHOSE
A HORIZONTAL, ANGULAR POSE
IT TOOK A GREAT DEAL OF REARRANGING TO ACHIEVE
THE INTIMATE LIGHTING THAT I FELT WOULD BE
CONDUCIVE TO THIS TYPE
OF MOOD
WHEN I GOT A PHOTO
GRAPH I THOUGHT WAS
WORKABLE I DEVELOPED
THE PAINTING FROM THERE-
2
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IN ORDER TO EXPRESS THE FULL RANGE OF EMOTIONS
THAT I WAS SEEKING, I FELT A HAPPY OR LAUGHING
POSE WAS ESSENTIAL
THIS POSE WAS PARTICULARLY DIFFICULT FOR THE
SMILE AND EMOTION HAD TO BE COMPLETELY SPON
TANEOUS
THROUGHOUT THE PHOTO SESSIONS I HAD T#0 WAIT
TO CAPTURE A UNREHEARSED LAUGH
FOR THIS POSE I KNEW THAT ALL I NEEDED WAS
ONE SHOT - IF IT WAS RIGHT - I COULD THEN PAINT
THE MOOD I WAS AFTER
THIS PAINTING, I FEEL, SHOWS BEST OF ALL
THE PSYCHOLOGICAL COMPLEXITY OF A SINGLE EMOTION
AL EXPRESSION THE LAUGHTER IS I?OT ONLY
HAPPY, BUT SUGGESTS A PLAY OF LESS-DEFINABLE
AND EVEN CONTRADICTORY FEELINGS BENEATH IT
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IN THIS PAINTING I WANTED TO CAPfURE A SULLEN
REJECTION
THE PROBLEM HERE WAS TO GET THE FEELING ACROSS
WITHOUT BEING MELODRAMATIC AND TRITE
I BELIVED IN THIS PORTRAIT THE BODILY POSE WOULD
BE AS SIGNIFICANT AS THE FACIAL POSE
THIS PAINTING WAS UNIQUE, BECAUSE I FOUND A BODILY
POSE I COULD WORK WITH, BUT I DIDN'T FEEL THE
FACIAL EXPRESSION WAS RIGHT IN ANOTHER SESSION
I FOUND A FACIAL EXPRESSION THAT WAS MORE FITTING-
I THEN COMBINED THE TWO TO CREATE THE TOTAL EX
PRESSION I WANTED
4
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IN THIS POSE , LIKE THE LAUGHING POSE, I HAD
TO WAIT FOR THE EMOTION TO EMERGE NATURALLY
BEFORE I COULD CAPTURE A SUITABLE PHOTOGRAPHIC
EXPRESSION MY MODEL HAD TO BE ANGRY, DISGUSTED,
IRATE ETC
THIS PHOTO IN PARTICULAR I FELT WAS SO STRONG
IN COMPOSITION, EMOTION AND COLOR THAT IT NEEDED
VERY LITTLE INTERPRETATION TO ACHIEVE THE DESIRED
EMOTIONAL EFFECT
IN FACT THIS PORTRAIT AWES ME A LITTLE EVERY
TIME I LOOK AT IT
44
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AT THE ONSET OF THIS PROJECT I WANTED TO DO
SOMETHING IN THREE-DIMENSIONAL RELIEF
THROUGHOUT THE PHOTOGRAPHIC SESSIONS I COLLECTED
A NUMBER OF STRAIGHT-ON POSES. I DECIDED THAT
THIS TYPE OF POSE WOULD BE BEST FOR THE RELIEF
PAINTING.
6
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BECAUSE OF THE PHYSICAL NATURE OF THE MATERIALS
USED (MASONITE, CONCRETE AND PLASTER) I FELT THE
EMOTION SHOULD BE ONE OF CORRESPONDING STRENGTH-
IN THIS PORTRAIT I WANTED TO CAPTURE A STRONG-
WILLED, STRAIGHT -FORWARD FEELING
I COMBINED PAINTING WITH THE RELIEF TO TRY TO
INTRODUCE SENSITIVITY EVEN THOUGH THE PREDOM
INANT FEELING WAS ONE OF INTENSENESS
46
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I WANTED THIS PAINTING TO BE AS EMOTIONALLY
EQUIVOCAL TO ME AS IT SHOULD BE TO THE OBSERVER
I SOUGHT TO FIND A POSE THAT WOULD BE INSTRUMENTAL
IN EXPRESSING A SENSITIVE, FEMININE QUALITY; ONE
WHICH SUGGESTED THE MYSTERIOUS. DEP5BH-OF-EMOTION
WHICH SEEMS SO MUCH A PART OF THE WOMANLY PSYCHE-
IT SEEMED TO ME THAT A DYNAMIC POSE COUPLED WITH
A SUBTLE TECHNIQUE COULD EXPRESS THIS FEELING
7
I WANTED IN THIS PAINTING TO SHOW THE FEELING
OF FRUSTRATION
I FELT THAT I COULD BEST PORTRAY THIS EMOTION
BY NOT ONLY USING THE FIGURE BUT EMPHASIZING THE
SCALE AS WELL
THE SCALE IS IMPORTANT IN ALL THE PORTRAITS,
HOWEVER, IN THIS PAINTING I BELIEVE THE UNUSUAL
COMPOSITION ACTS AS A DIRECT SYMBOL OF A FRUS
TRATED FEELING
IN THE USE OF THE LARGE CANVAS AS IN THE USE OF
THE RELIEF SCULPTURE, I FELT I CAME UPON A NEW
POWER IN THE PORTRAIT, A NEW SENSE OF REALITY
THAT I COULD NOT HAVE ACHIEVED WITH A MORE CONVEN
TIONAL APPROACH -
8
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FOOTNOTES
Corrado Pavolini, Modigliani
(New York, 1966), p. 18
2
Clifford T. Morgan, Introduction to Psychology
(New York, 1961 ), p. 121
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Gerard Knuttel, Vincent Van Gogh
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4
Ibid., p. 15
^ Sakob Fosenburg, Rembrandt: Life and Work
(London), p. 78
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